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EVENT REVIEW

VW THE NEW T-CROSS LAUNCH EVENT
 

 

On the 8th of November, SMS Group Taipei hosted an immersive event for the grand launch of

Volkswagen’s new T-Cross SUV. The event was attended by 1000 invited guests and took place at the Fountain

Plaza, located in the North Square of the Iconic Taipei 101. The theme for the night was “My Way", and it echoed

throughout the venue and the four distinct venue setups.

 

The event Theme, "My Way" was conceptualised according to the mindset of a T-Cross driver. The concept was

designed to convey the message that "once grown up, time can’t be reversed." Paying homage to the idea that

even with the responsibilities of a grown-up, you can still be true to the youth side of you, the side of you who

loves to play. During the event, guests were invited to experience the true meaning of the theme via the

meticulously designed entertainment experiences. 

 

To showcase the dynamic young personality of the T-Cross, SMS group ingeniously created four impactful and

immersive led-lit playground experiences. Every playground experience induced a sense of nostalgia playing on

fond memories that guests had of their youth while, allowing them to indulge in their inner-youth. 

 

Furthermore, the playground experience areas emphasised the diverse, versatile, and flexible features offered

by the T-Cross. Each playground experience area was colour-coded to match one of the four funky, fun, and

fresh exclusive exterior colours available on the T-Cross. The Energetic Orange playground area displayed the

Practical side of the T-Cross with a painting wall by artist Ano and an IQ. Drive Arcade Game. The IQ. Drive

Arcade Game gave guests a chance to interact and fully appreciate the concept of “no limit on how I drive". The

Flash Red, graffiti VR show playground paid tribute to the T- Cross’s Intuitive side of “no boundary of where I go".

The Safe Side of the T-Cross was conveyed by the Pure White playground by means of a spiral slide conveying

the message of “no limit of what I express". Lastly, the Reef Blue playground revealed the “no excuse of why I

do," Cool side of the T-Cross by urging guests to experience 8-bit Music, by means of sampling 8-bit sounds and

graphics.  

 

Ahead of interacting with the playground areas, guests were entertained with glimpses of the effervescent car

during a big on-stage reveal by critically acclaimed celebrity host for the night, Mickey Huang. After the reveal,

Mickey was joined on stage by Audi and VW Taiwan MD Mr. Sacha Askidjian. Mr. Askidjian who presented

information about the T-Cross giving guests a more detailed understanding of the exciting new SUV. After Mr.

Sacha Askidjian’s speech, guests were amazed by the appearance of well-known rapper Kumachan alongside

street dance finalist Formosa crew. The rapper and dance crew put on an insane versus performance based on

their interpretations of the theme "My Way". 

 

Gathering from the smiles, and laughs on the night, SMS Group Taipei successfully conveyed the theme “My

Way” to promote the vibrant appeal of VW's New T-Cross SUV to the wide target audience who desire

personalisation based on their individual and unique characteristics. Using the clever design and set up of the

four distinct playground experiences, SMS group Taipei displayed the T-Cross’s stylish, and vibrant personality

and standout features including the new IQ.DRIVE. IQ. DRIVE is VW’s new technology-enabled intelligent

driving system which makes the drive more comfortable and safer. Through the immersive and expressive

event, SMS group Taipei created positive first impressions of the T-Cross as trendy, stylish and vibrant, ahead of

its Taipei Auto Show Launch.


